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• There is economic invisibility when it comes to nature. We do not recognize nature’s value because it is a public good.

• When people think about the Amazon Rainforest, they think about its carbon and biodiversity values. Few think about its ability to supply fresh water (the Amazon is responsible for more than 20% of global river discharge).
• The Amazon contributes to the carbon cycle and captures carbon (the Amazon captures roughly 15% of emissions).

• Numerous studies explain the economic benefits of reducing deforestation of the Amazon, but few account for the water losses associated with deforestation.
Even our estimates were not good enough. The image depicts the Amazon Rainforest “water pump,” which the Global Canopy Programme and Canopy Capital estimate returns 20 billion tons of water into the atmosphere each day. This picture symbolizes the important message that needs to be conveyed to the public. We all learned about the water cycle in school, but making the connection to geography is also important.

NASA satellite imagery shows both the freshwater flows and the massive accumulation of water around the Amazon region. This is the science, but I have yet to see it depicted and translated into applicable education formats. It is challenging to build curricula around the nitrogen, carbon, and water cycles.

The most important resource is water; however, it is another economically invisible part of nature. For example, the Amazonian economy is estimated around $2 trillion for land-based biomass, while few hands exchange money based on water.
• Another side to economic invisibility has to with the poor and their relationship to nature.
  ➢ How do we manage the risk to the poor associated with loosing nature?
• Coral reefs demonstrate this issue well. We have witnessed huge coral bleaching events and the rate of loss is likely to increase. The health of our coral reefs is a biodiversity issue, but it is also a people issue. These reefs provide employment for many people around the world and provide food for half a billion people or about 8% of the world’s population.
  ➢ How do we manage the risk of losing all coral reefs in the world?
  ➢ How do we respond to this loss?
  ➢ How do we help?
• As a society, we seem to have made a choice to kiss coral reefs goodbye, either knowingly or unknowingly.
  ➢ For reefs to recover, emissions need to fall below 350 ppm, but we have set a target well above that.
• That is the biological story, behind which there is a deeper story.
  ➢ Who is going to deal with the jobs and livelihoods of the people who depend on the coral reefs? Remember, we are talking about 8% of the
world’s population.

• The image depicted on the slide shows the distribution of coral reefs around the world. The red dots represent warm corals. You will notice that the locations of warm corals coincide with the global poverty belt. The solution cannot be to move people. The Philippines estimate 25 million people are at risk from declining coral reefs. You cannot recreate jobs in this type of situation; you cannot just move 25 million people inland. They have established lives in these areas and there is nowhere for them to go.

• We need to have a better understanding and appreciation of the natural and human impacts of this loss. We need to understand the poverty dimension. We, in the developed world, will feel the effects to some extent, but not nearly as much as those who live in these places. We will still be able to get fish, maybe not the same kind of fish, but we will get it. For the people who live in these areas, the reef is the lifeblood of the community.
• Again, the economics of this is an untold story.
• A study conducted in Thailand in 2001 and 2007 observed a loss of mangrove forest due to the conversion of mangroves to shrimp aquaculture. This conversion has a huge economic discrepancy. Without subsidies, the conversion of mangroves to shrimp aquaculture is far less attractive; the economic advantage is slight.
• When you start accounting for the ecosystem services (ES) on both sides, the benefits change. During the land conversion, you lose fertility of the land and after a few years, you no longer can have an aquaculture operation. Mangroves also provide additional benefits to local villages such as storm and surge protection and they act as fish nurseries. You wind up with a completely different tradeoff diagram when you include these public wealth factors.
• This represents an important third aspect – private profits direct shrimp farming not public wealth.
• The previous story about shrimp farming in Thailand is not unique. All over the world, private profits win over public profits.

• A True Cost study examined a database of 3,000 companies. The cost of all 3,000 continuing with “business as usual” practices was estimated at $2.2 trillion. The cost of their externalities only represents 33% of their profits. The value they are adding to society may be less than the value of their externalities.

• By the way, none of this is illegal; this is just the way things happen.
The True Cost study and the TEEB project set the backdrop for the G8 question, “Can we make an economic argument in favor of biodiversity conservation?”

- The answer is that we can, it is just a lot more difficult.

- Biodiversity is complex and changing; it is the living fabric of the planet. We can have a loss at a local scale and yet have a gain at a global scale. There is no such thing as a “percent equivalent.” If a species is lost, you cannot just replace with an equivalent, because one does not exist. Everything is location specific.

- As a banker, I received an email asking me to lead the TEEB project. I volunteered carefully. I said I would help with the interim report. I was used to short timeframes; the report took three months to write and everyone appreciated it and liked it.

- Then the real work began. I told them that if they were serious about this project, they would need to write to suggest solutions not to discover the problem. Since solutions vary spatially and are audience-specific, there was no point in writing one massive tome. Writing an over generalized resource would not have been helpful; no one would have read it. In response, I proposed writing multiple audience-specific reports.

- The success of the TEEB reports is directly related to the community who helped create them. There was a collective idea that economic invisibility was a problem and that it needed to be addressed. The TEEB team understood that it needed a community and that no single group had all of the answers. Many people came to
work on TEEB, which was crucial to its success. We estimate that 550 people either wrote or reviewed the reports. In addition, there were thousands of people behind those 550 who contributed. The takeaway is that TEEB was a massive community effort.

• Frankly, TEEB received $4.5 million funding because it was a wide reaching community effort. In-kind contributions from the community putting in free time likely equal another $3.5 million
The other key factor in TEEB’s success was the high caliber advisory board. We selected representatives who were well known or experts in their respective fields. We chose the heads from groups like UNEP and IUCN. We selected people at the center like David Pierce and Walt Reid. We needed to preserve the connection to the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA). Despite feeling uncomfortable with the way ES are categorized in the MEA, we wanted to keep that connection.

Finally, the community had a shared vision, which drove our success. One thing I learned from the entire TEEB process is that a community with a shared vision can accomplish a lot.

Some of you were at the Consultative Group on Biologic Diversity (CGBD) Montana meeting a few weeks ago, where a great question was posed about what to fund. My response is that funders should look for projects guided by or working with a community united by a shared vision. Those projects will have the most success.
• There are five different reports, the last of which is a synthesis.
Within the TEEB reports, there are many recommendations. I have listed a few of my favorites on this slide.

**National Accounting**

- I hope we will touch on this topic in our discussion. It is important because if whatever you are doing does not resonate at the national level, it will fall flat. We need new national accounting system; ES are largely public goods and almost entirely absent from our national accounting schemes.

- Unfortunately for us, natural capital is largely not reflected in national accounts; the losses are huge, but they are not reflected. Private values are captured but public wealth is omitted. GDP does not reflect future incomes, does not reflect ES, and it does not reflect the value of nature. This is a mistake, there is no doubt. Many economists recognize the problem, but no one wants to do anything about it and that has been the problem.

- This challenge will be broken when we work together. The Wealth Accounting and Valuation of Ecosystem Services (WAVES) project is getting up to speed and it is starting to work on this. I hope it succeeds.

**Business Side**

- The most important need for business is the need to start measuring and disclose externalities in annual reporting. Need a stated method to ensure there is no arbitrage or green washing. As long as companies continue to use and represent...
themselves with incomplete balance sheets, they will have no incentives to change their ways.

• Once someone asked me if I knew which palm oil business had a worse impact on Indonesia. I responded saying I had no clue because neither one discloses how much unsustainable palm oil they purchase or where they purchase it from. There is no connection between palm oil and unsustainable deforestation, because the accounting is incomplete. Today we have metrics and accounting is underway.

• We have some information on China’s construction, apparel, shoes, and cotton sectors; however, it is still patchy and it needs to happen more often.

• There should be an accounting standard, but the problem is getting the accounting bodies to measure and disclose the externalities. When investors pick up a balance sheet, just as they see disclosure regarding directors’ bonuses, the impacts on nature and society, both positive and negative, should be disclosed.

_Subsidies_

• I am neither the first nor last to say this. We have $650 billion going to oil subsidies and we have $275 billion going to agriculture subsidies. You cannot exclude this; it must be included in the accounting.

• Furthermore, we cannot solve tomorrow’s problems with yesterday’s solutions. Today, we have enough fossil fuel, we do not need more incentives to go and discover it. I do not have anything against subsidies; they can be good government interventions, but our subsidies today are spending money on yesterday’s problems and not those of tomorrow.

_Ecological Infrastructure_

• At the Conference of the Parties (COP) 15 in Copenhagen, we talked a lot about social return on investment. Unfortunately, COP 15 was a wash out; I am hoping the work will continue forward at the Society for Ecological Restoration Conference in Mexico this August. Investment is important.

_Local and Regional_

• There is not one best answer; a lot depends on building solutions for the situation at hand. It depends on the context (policy or business) because each demands a different strategy. Through TEEB, we broadly talk about five approaches.
• TEEB did not take a cost-benefit approach. We see valuation as a human institution, as a way for society to give itself feedback. One can give value with no use of economics whatsoever. For example, take a sacred grove. To the local community, that grove has plenty of value and should not be destroyed, yet they communicate the value differently, without the use of economics.

• Communicating or demonstrating values is another challenge for valuation. Look at the images of TEEB. You can guess what ES they represent, some values are easy to express, but others are much more difficult.

• For the values you capture, you can identify a payment for destroying them. For example, you can pay to maintain biodiversity in order to continue harvesting products, i.e. logging, pharmaceuticals, and carbon sequestration. The purpose of ecosystem service payments is to provide compensation.

• Each valuation has its own purpose. Chapter 4 of TEEB was written not by an economist or ecologist, but by a social anthropologist.

• The TEEB view of valuation is cautious and layered through three approaches:
  1) Recognizing Value;
  2) Demonstrating Value; and,
  3) Capturing Value.
• In the diagram, the blue bubbles represent the three TEEB approaches. The words in red are the five types of strategies.

• Regional plans and legislative activities are in the recognizing value stage.

• Certification and Protected Areas (PA) evaluations start to incorporate more values in the demonstrating value stage.

• Payments for Ecosystem Services (PES) are in the capturing value stage because they involve a transaction (someone pays and someone receives payment).
• I find it interesting that not all strategies are what I call market strategies.
• There is a database, which has almost 115 examples of policy changes based on some sort of valuation. About half of them are PES. Twenty-five of them are freshwater PES.
• This gives you an example of where this is working, but they are not all market-based. We should recognize and appreciate this fact.
• This is my favorite example of regional and land plans. It involved using InVEST software.

• This is an example where ES was identified and the policy decisions changed based on understanding the ES values.
• This is another good example from the Philippines. A major coral bleaching event catalyzed this effort.

• After a large bleaching event in 1998, the community collectively decided to create no-take areas. This was based on collective action and it has been very successful. The legislation did not use economic valuation, but it recognized the needs of the community.
The Kampala wetland connects Lake Victoria to Kampala in Uganda. A Study evaluated the cost of converting the swamp to agriculture. The wetland acts as human waste recycler. The value of constructing a new sewage plant was more than the value of keeping the wetland, so they decided to preserve the wetland.
• This is an example of certification and PES from Japan.

• The white stork went extinct in 1971. The city was fond of this bird so they decided to increase the amount of organic agriculture thereby reducing the impacts on a reintroduced breeding pair.

• This was successful because it became a hobby. The farmers were able to sell their rice for a premium as the white stork’s habitat increased. Now there is an ecotourism center and the municipality receives increased revenues.

• This is a win-win-win scenario.
• All examples are on the website, http://www.eea.europa.eu/atlas.
Select an area to get an overview of the project.
• Continue to look at the full write-up, policy solutions, and lessons learned.
• Estimates suggest activity will reduce deforestation and save 3.5 million tons of CO2 emissions.
• Let us talk about some case studies.
• First, we will discuss successes.
• In Hiware Bazaar, there were stories of farmer suicides because of land degradation and poor water management.

• They worked to capture monsoon rains and develop irrigation. As a result, irrigated area increased and livestock numbers increased.
Hiware Bazaar- A village of millionaires, Maharashtra, India

The use of an integrated watershed management based development approach have turned a village’s misfortune into an ecological and economic success.

- one fourth of the village’s 216 families are millionaires (in terms of Indian Rupees INR).

Hiware Bazaar- before and after

• Now it is an icon of ecological development called the “millionaire’s village.”
• The average per capita income has increased and is twice the average of the top 10% of rural village areas.
- Grasslands in the United States have a history of being converted to agricultural or grazing lands.
- This example is about measuring carbon sequestration and protecting grasslands through carbon financing.
Utah, USA-Kennecott Inland Sea Shorebird Reserve

- Here again, there is a combination of biodiversity and wetland carbon sequestration interests.
• There are failures too.
• For example in Sri Lanka, where everything seemed fit to succeed, the project did not succeed.
• There was willingness to pay and willingness to accept payment, but it still failed.
• It seemed to be a strong design because the willingness to pay was greater than the price demanded by those willing to accept. Corruption and scandal hurt the project and it fell flat.

• The lesson is that, if you have an industry role, engage on the industry side. Otherwise, you run the risk of management failure.
In this marine example, there is a lot of poaching from other nations. Enforcement is weak therefore, quotas fail to meet set goals.

Although the plan was well designed, the lack of enforcement caused the failure.
Tuul River Watershed Services, Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

A Govt. of Mongolia and World Bank initiated study to better understand the ways in which the natural environment contributes to the economy

Findings:
• Upper Tuul watershed generates valuable ecosystem services, which benefit local communities
• conservation and sustainable use scenario is estimated to yield a Present Value, over 25 years, of USD 1.15 billion (Tug 1,370 billion)
• This is appreciably higher than the Present Values generated under BAU at USD 1.09 billion (Tug 1,293 billion)

Recommendations:
• further funding to be put aside for the park management
• there is a potential for payments for ecosystem services, where landowners are paid for the ecosystem services they generate

While there was no policy uptake, the study recognizes that the key challenge is the development of long term incentives for conservation

• This example failed due to lack of political support.
• TEEB’s six step assessment process.
This is an illustration of how the TEEB stepwise approach could be integrated with the Natural Capital InVEST Project.

Sumatra has abundant biodiversity; it is the only place on earth where tigers, elephants, orangutans, and rhinos all reside. Local communities rely on many ES, particularly the provision of a clean, regular water supply for drinking, hydropower, irrigation, protection from floods, droughts, forest fires, landslides, regulation of air pollution, and maintenance of fertile soils for agriculture.

Step 1: Agree on the issue

In October 2008, the ten provincial governors of Sumatra and four Indonesian government ministers made a historic commitment to protect the remaining forests and critical ecosystems of Sumatra. Local land-use planning is critical for achieving this commitment. Indonesia’s national spatial planning process operates on a 5-year cycle. Spatial planning has been undertaken in Indonesia for many years, but has only had a legal basis for measures to enforce compliance since 2007, following the Spatial Planning Law 26/2007 (see Hudalah and Woltjer, 2007).

In 2010, the Indonesian government is working to design spatial plans at province and district levels. Much decision-making power resides at this local scale because of decentralization. At the national level, renewed spatial planning efforts involve all relevant ministries. At the provincial level, an NGO forum supports planning efforts.

Step 2: identify relevant ES
• Forest conversion, mostly for palm oil, pulp and paper plantations, and illegal logging, are causing losses of biodiversity and degrading many ES. In particular, conversion of lowland deep peat forests – mostly in eastern Sumatra – is a major contributor to global carbon emissions. Existing and prospective forest concessions threaten to have even greater adverse impacts. It is commonly overlooked that forests provide a range of valuable ES, beyond standing timber. The lack of incentives to sustain ES is one of several root causes of these problems.

**Step 3: define info needs and choose assessment tool**

• InVEST provides mapped information on where, and how much, ES are supplied on the landscape, and how these patterns might change under future land use scenarios. It can be overlaid with biodiversity information to see where ecosystem service and conservation priorities overlap. InVEST models are based on production functions that define how an ecosystem’s structure and function affect the flows and values of ES. The models account for both service supply (e.g. living habitats as buffers for storm waves) and the location and activities of people who benefit from services (e.g. location of people and infrastructure potentially affected by coastal storms). Since data are often scarce, the first version of InVEST offers relatively simple models with few input requirements. These models are best suited for identifying patterns in the provision and value of ES.
**Step 4: Conduct the assessment**

- InVEST was used to model the quantity and location of high quality habitat, carbon storage and sequestration, annual water yield, erosion control, and water purification under two scenarios: (i) the Sumatra ecosystem vision of sustainable land use as proposed in a Roadmap Action Plan, (ii) a business as usual scenario corresponding to the government’s current spatial plan.

**Step 5: Appraise policy options**

- Results were disseminated to government representatives from nineteen districts. Preliminary recommendations on specific actions were offered, based on the potential gains or losses in ES if the Sumatra Ecosystem Vision (and roadmap) were implemented. For example, based on InVEST results, recommendations were made on how to prioritize areas for forest restoration based on habitat quality and the potential for reducing erosion.

- Information on ES can also be used to advocate for, and help implement incentive mechanisms that reward sustainable land use, such as forest carbon projects, payments for watershed services, certified forestry and agriculture, and ecotourism. InVEST results informed discussions of forest carbon projects by identifying where carbon storage and sequestration potential is high.

**Step 6: Assess distributional impact of ES change (due to policy response)**

- Focus on global (carbon) and local (water, erosion, etc.) ecosystem benefits.

- Comparison of scenarios showed the social impact due to forest conversion. But social impact assessment of policy responses is unclear.

- The success of InVEST relies on the people who use it.
• The slide lists some of the market-based solutions that exist. I would like to discuss market solutions at the end of the presentation because they do not represent the only solution and it should lead into a nice discussion.

• There are situations where markets are well suited to work but others where they are not. Not everything can be bought and sold on markets, only private claims can be traded in such a way. For instance, markets are not well suited to solve social problems.

• When it comes to public services like carbon, it takes a monumental effort to create one or two success stories.

• Furthermore, when you talk about carbon markets, you are talking about derivatives. That means you are trading the debits and credits of a ledger system. All the problems of derivative markets will affect carbon markets. These compound with the risk of corruption and people stealing.

• This is difficult because you are trying to create rules and develop a synthetic solution to a complex problem so the chances of success are small. We need complex solutions that involve public policy and community cooperation. With that said, there are still opportunities for markets.
• The circled markets represent those that are “fixing” markets. In “fixing” markets, we can attempt to address externalities through certification. In timber and fisheries markets, we have the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certification and the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC) certification respectively.
• Similarly, in the crop markets, you can ensure polluters pay by incorporating a charge for pollution into the value of a good.
• There are other solutions in “creating” markets.

• This involves creating new markets. For instance, we could create a new market by charging advertising companies each time they borrow an image from nature. Millions of nature images are used each day, but the companies never pay a penny for using nature as inspiration.

• We should not come to the table thinking markets and then wonder why they do not work. Markets are not always the best solution.
• I am writing another book called *Corporation 2020*.

• I chose to write the book to discuss and show compelling logic for a green economy over a brown economy. We are still not getting the behavior changes that we need because companies seek out resources where good governance is lacking. Today’s corporations are hardwired to arbitrage markets.

• I have experience doing this. After success of Mumbai, we needed a regulation-free zone. The Singapore government offered to pay half of our constructions costs so I accepted. This is how corporations think. We have to recognize that these are the things that corporations exploit. They will not look beyond the arbitrage because their main concern is to make profits. The whole point is to maximize profits; corporations are not geared to align goals with society.

• Most importantly, arbitrage tells you to go to market. Global arbitrage is being supported by global markets. It helped buy a whole slew of regulatory changes in international trade. It is wedded to a model that is fundamentally a brown economy. It does not recognize externalities and does not promote a green economy. These are some of the ideas I am trying to address with this book.
• It is possible to work out the externalities and we need to address them.
• This diagram represents the public loss for private profits by sector.
• This is an example illustrating the real cost of deforestation from timber production in China.

• It shows the local damages: loss of river transportation, decreased water quality, reduction of lumber output. Most lumber was for export. All of these costs are born by China and the profits go elsewhere (to Europe, United States, and other international companies).

• If you add the external costs to the market price, the price of lumber in Beijing should have been 250% of what it was. A construction company should report these externalities, so the costs reflect true costs.
- Reporting will only work if it is on an industry basis. All global construction companies need to get together and agree on a reporting scheme and adhere to it. It cannot just be China doing it while we ignore impacts elsewhere. They cannot shift to importing wood from Indonesia because that just moves the problems somewhere else. It needs to be a united effort.

- We need more visionary companies like PUMA. PUMA examined its entire supply chain based on four tiers.
• PUMA looked at its entire supply chain with regard to carbon and fresh water. They discovered that externalities go beyond their direct activities to the activities of their suppliers. Most of the damages to society come from their suppliers’ externalities, but PUMA is still accountable because those supplies make up the PUMA products.

• PUMA has a sustainability-conscious executive who recognizes that something needs to be done about the €94 million worth of damages the supply chain causes.

• This is the right way to move forward. When we report externalities, people can have a complete view and understanding of the products. You look at the value chain and then you move forward.
• These are the interests of the TEEB community.
Demands Made of the TEEB Community..

- TEEB Capacity Building in Developing Countries
- "Country" and "Regional" and "Sectoral" TEEB Analyses
- Green National Accounts ("WAVES" - WB, UNEP, & Others)
- Estimating & Reporting Business Sector Externalities
- Identifying & closing Ecology & Valuation Knowledge Gaps
- Communicating the Issue to Citizens
• To address business sector externalities, there is a “TEEB for Business Coalition.”
• The group’s collaboration is impressive.
• The charge of developing an accounting system for corporate externalities is huge.
  The good news is that the United Kingdom (UK) has agreed to fund the effort. It will
  start in the UK and then will move to Brazil and India and so on.
• These are the types of efforts that need funding so that we move together on a
  united front and avoid developing ten different ways to calculate the same thing.
  There is a large community working on this and all members share a vision.
• There are opportunities in sectoral and regional accounting areas.
• In full disclosure, I started working with TEEB from my work with green accounting for the Indian States Project. It needs more effort and will have a chance to happen again.
• I feel the need for Green GDP in India as the next COP approaches. We have all of the numbers and background, but we need to update it.
Lessons Learnt...

• Work with governments and corporations to discover, evaluate, report, & manage their externalities

• Think big, Start small, Act fast

• A Smart Tomorrow, in which Natural Capital is acknowledged, valued, rewarded & conserved
• The GIST collaborative developed out of these lessons.
• Here is an example of a proposal. It may not be big, only $125K, but think of the impacts and what it could do for the country in terms of global and national policy.
Opportunity:
National TEEB study for Georgia

- Part of **Caucasus Ecoregion** - one of the 25 globally significant ‘biodiversity hotspots’
- High level of **species richness** & **significant level of endemism**
- **Key environmental pressures** include illegal logging, fishing, poaching, unsustainable water management, fuel wood collection and overgrazing
- President of Georgia approached TEEB Community through Yolanda Kakabadse with a request to runs a “Georgia TEEB”

Estimate for a “Georgia TEEB” study (ecosystem mapping, policy prioritizing, economic valuation and reporting phases) is US$2 million.

- The President of Georgia wants a full-scale TEEB.
- Georgia is an interesting scenario. It is a small country with incredibly high species richness combined with high logging pressure and fish poaching.
• There is good progress putting together a proposal for a TEEB for agriculture. It will measure the impacts of subsidies on agriculture, the economics of agricultural waste, etc.

• People keep forgetting that if you export food grains, you are importing water shortage. The more numbers we have will only help us develop a better picture to communicate this issue to the public. It is a biodiversity issue because where you export to where you import makes a difference.
Demands Made of the TEEB Community.

- TEEB Capacity Building in Developing Countries
- “Country” and “Regional” and “Sectoral” TEEB Analyses
- Green National Accounts (“WAVES” - WB, UNEP, & Others)
- Estimating & Reporting Business Sector Externalities
- Identifying & closing Ecology & Valuation Knowledge Gaps
- Communicating the Issue to Citizens
Finally, there are any number of opportunities to identify and keep closing the ecology and valuation gaps, both big and small.

Money is available to support this research.
• However, the mechanics of disseminating the numbers are not well supported.
• We need to do this; we have to do this.
• The fact that we do not put natural capital on our balance sheets is a huge mistake. TEEB was reporting on natural capital. The methodology is consistent. Natural capital valuation is so location specific and there are so many different strategies. It is important to include it all. Make sure you follow the thinking process. If you want to eliminate a solution, go ahead just make sure you have a reason. In Germany, the same six step process works. The steps make as much sense in Germany as they do in Indonesia, which speaks to TEEB’s community effort.
• GDP is the bad compass. It will tell you about profits but not about the value. You need much more information and that is the direction we must go.
• I am a firm believer that you cannot manage what you do not measure and right now we are not measuring what is important. Now is as good of a time as any to start measuring.
Thank you!

www.gistadvisory.com
www.teebweb.org
This document is a synthesis of important topics and questions discussed during the question and answer period immediately following Mr. Pavan Sukhdev’s presentation. Please keep in the mind that the following is only a recap and speaker identities have been removed, except for Mr. Sukhdev. We hope that the following notes and discussion questions will be used as resource to advance further discussions about ecosystem services.

Below you will find a summary of specific key questions and topics that were covered during the Seminar discussion.

Question 1
First, you made a very compelling argument about the difficulty of creating markets with which I think there is misplaced infatuation. Specifically you mentioned the challenges around greenhouse gas emissions and I have never thought of it in those terms. I take it that those challenges will likely be an impediment to a global greenhouse gas emissions market. What is your outlook for the cap and trade regulatory framework as opposed to taxation?

MR. SUKHDEV

- I am a bit of a pessimist when it comes to this process because it is built on putting 192 countries in one room in search of a consensus. It will not work. Imagine asking 192 people what film they want to watch - you will never reach a consensus.
- Reducing Emissions for Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD+) is more likely to work because it came from consensus. I think this approach will work in carbon markets.
- If goods and services are ranked and rated based on their carbon content and can get the stamp of carbon efficiency, then this can start attracting interest from corporations. We need to show that carbon efficiency will have returns.
- If PUMA wants to sell “carbon free shoes,” they have to offset US $45 million worth of carbon. In my opinion, something like this is more likely to work. The seeds of this are beginning to happen but it is not working because there are too many vested interests that are impeding its progress.

Question 2
We have talked about the notion of creating corporations as agents conscious of externalities. Is your vision to do this by 2020?

MR. SUKHDEV

- Not entirely, getting corporations to disclose externalities is only one way. PUMA is demonstrating that it is possible, but that does not mean that they will actually commit to reducing or eliminating those externalities. Today, the chief executive officer (CEO) of PUMA is doing it because he feels like it. Tomorrow, he will need to be told that he has to do it by the international community – that is what will make the difference.
- We need to work with accounting bodies to require this kind of reporting and to require companies to do what is in the interest of the public. The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) has a charter that tells participants to go with the public interest even if it conflicts with shareholder interest.
- The ability to leverage without real control needs to change. Right now, we do not have any real limits. Today it is up to markets and that means banks (who are lending more and doing more derivatives to compete to make profits). We take the risk off our balance sheets and give it to someone else. The balance sheet is not a resting place for debt; it is a passageway for debt so there is no “pain.” Through the modern financial system, we give infinite leverage on one condition: the market will catch you – but it will not.
- Market research creates product demand. We work on human frailty and insecurities. Yes, you need a car in California to travel, but do you need a Porsche or an Aston Martin? Marketing makes you want it. Is it ethical to play on someone’s insecurities and make them think that they need the nice car? There is no way to control this.
- An advertisement is an inducement. I can say whatever I like to get you to buy it and create demand. This is another huge issue that needs addressing. These are key changes that cannot happen on their own. It will take increased regulation and consumer knowledge. Consumers need to participate, which in turn, requires a lot of education.
The playing field is not equal. If you were a businessperson, why would you enter the renewable energy business when we give a trillion dollars’ worth of subsidies to the oil industry? It would not make sense from a business perspective.

**Question 3**

When it comes to certification, we have not seen a price premium for Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) wood to the same extent we have seen for grass feed beef or sustainably harvested fish. I am interested in the diagram from slide 13. Payment for ecosystem services (PES) was separate from the markets in the capturing value bubble. Do you think there are enough public funds for REDD + to be significant and adequate? Or are the potential market interests driving it?

**MR. SUKHDEV**

- REDD+ will not work with just a few leading nations addressing and allocating reserves from the fund. Just as you need benefits on the sales side, you need the nations, states, and communities to benefit as well. You need criterion to sell and receive REDD+.
- In addition, carbon needs to be included. By creating green carbon, you could generate interest on the larger scale. It needs countries that are willing to pay and constituents who are willing to participate. This would benefit REDD+ and we are close. I do not think we are far away because we have the willingness to pay on top and bottom levels.
- Your other question is also interesting. The volume of FSC certified products is going up and up and maybe it is a result of limited price differentiation. FSC is delivering in terms of volume not in terms of unit price. The white stork example I presented exemplifies the opposite. The white stork rice delivers in price but very little in terms of area protected. I do not see the small price increase as a bad thing; it is a market share issue.

**Question 4**

You started your talk today by introducing yourself as a capitalist. Throughout the presentation, you mentioned the different scales at which ecosystem services need evaluations. I am struggling to reconcile the way in which the place and ecosystem specific evaluations get to a high scale with green accounting across countries. Can you speak further on how to reconcile the tangible local level to the scale at which you are addressing with this new paradigm?

**MR. SUKHDEV**

- There are issues with the conversion to the policy level, but it is taking place. When national accounting exists, say for Indonesia, water quality and soil erosion will be included when reporting on deforestation.
- In India, there are agencies left over from the British Empire who are charged with data collection. We wanted to calculate flood loss as compared to deforestation. In 55 years, we were the first people to ask the agencies for their data! You see that it is likely that the information already exists; we just need to do something with it. If you look at ecosystem services and the forest services lost during deforestation on a local level, you can then extrapolate to the economic level and get an image for nation as a whole. Certainly, there are not measurements like this everywhere in India, but there were enough to get a good picture for the nation.
- The fact that InVEST exists can help create a national picture. There is a tendency to start believing in and managing what you measure, so it is important to measure on the ground at the local level.
- The Economics of Ecosystem and biodiversity (TEEB) studies are supposed to ensure enough data exists so that the national accounting framework has enough data to do proper calculations.

**Question 5**

The kind of approach you are talking about is one that demands poor people to submit to an accounting system that is inherently modern in order to determine how they derive livelihood form nature. This will lead to them being “managed.” Poor people who are traditionally not well represented are not measured or accounted for - this kind of empire governs through creating standardized people. Have you reflected on that?

**MR. SUKHDEV**

- I have mixed feelings and I assure you it is not something we ignore. There are impacts to the poor that we need to capture and asking them may be the only way. A great deal of their income comes from nature indirectly or directly. In Brazil, Indonesia, and India, three different estimates said that typically 10-20% of gross domestic product (GDP) is dependent on ecosystem services. In reality if you look at those populations and what they are earning, the total mix of villagers and forest dwellers derive 50-90% of their income directly from nature. We need to get the calculations at the state and community level to show the importance of nature. That requires meeting with elders and asking what the relative importance of ecosystem services are for their communities.
You can involve the local community to estimate their values. It is difficult, nothing I have shown is easy, these are complex problems and you need to address them.

- We did have a proposal to do this, but it was rejected for not being big enough and not having enough science. The whole idea of measuring poor GDP, involving them, using it, and making policy changes to see its success, has to be the way forward. Sadly, at a national level, the aggregate is fine, but poor countries know that aggregate GDP is wrong. The sooner we start funding research in this arena, doing the research on the ground, and helping countries build up the information, the sooner we can move forward.

**Question 6**

Your new book uses 2020 as the target year. What factors make you think that it is the right timeframe for changing corporations?

**MR. SUKHDEV**

- The argument behind the book is that we have a lot to change in the next ten years. TEEB came along and my time has not been mine for the last three years; now, I think we have another ten years to make changes, make advertising ethical, and replace antiquated profit obsession with a resource conservation obsession. I think we have ten years to get this all going and Corporation 2020 captures it.

**Question 7**

At one point, you mentioned the changes that need to occur in our education system and about getting this information into textbooks. It seems to me that we need to change how we teach economists since they are shaping policy. They are the same ones from forever. How do you change that mindset while our business schools keep turning out the same graduates?

**MR. SUKHDEV**

- The leaders are also getting wise. There is recognition that the old thinking is no longer working. We have been through four recessions recently and they are all the same version of the other. If you look at some of the recent stuff coming out of the World Bank, which is a complicated beast, you can see the shift happening. Within the World Bank, there are enough voices of reason. They support old thinking, but within that, there is some new thinking going on:
  - In TEEB, we incorporated information from Wealth of Nations to create some decision-making criteria for lending.
  - The International Development Bank asked me to develop a strategy that looks at social capital. They want to allocate a chunk of their lending pot to developing a green economy.

- In general, we use whatever means we can. We keep feeding people who are positively inclined to accept, and that is all you can do.
- With regard to education, it is a slow course, but it has to start now. I am pleased to announce that Yale is starting a TEEB course next semester with an executive level TEEB course to come later. The course is to be offered as a bridge course between the business, management, and environment schools.

**Question 8**

Increasingly, China is outpacing the traditional banks in terms of financing and resource development, particularly in developing countries. What points of potential influence do you see there? China seems to be getting more progressive in incorporating these concepts at home, but less so in their work in Africa and South America.

**MR. SUKHDEV**

- I recommend thinking of China as two systems at work simultaneously. GDP drives the brown economy. If GDP stops growing, China could suffer chronic unemployment, which is political death.
- At the same time, China needs to create a different game, which is the green economy. Fourteen million Chinese have solar water heaters; they are. China is 60% of the solar water heater market and they will sweep the marketplace because they have economies of scale of which we cannot even dream. I am sure they will think of technologies that will help them. Think of China as 1.4 billion people on a speeding train that is about to crash and at once, all of them jump to a slower moving train that is headed to a better place. The slower moving train is the green economy.
- Resource extraction is part of the brown economy (the speeding train), some places it has aspects of green. China is in a resource scramble; they are that largest purchaser of land in other places. They are developing a monopoly on magnets. In a way, this is smart for them because they have such economies of scale, but there are also political downfalls to this land grab. This is an important philosophical question – how did the British Empire give way to the American Empire so seamlessly? China wants to do that.
Question 9
When you identified opportunities, you highlighted the need to support how we use ecosystem services and the need to develop the ability of policy-makers to use ecosystem services valuation. What is the need and how do we move in the direction to support decision-makers to use this type of information?

MR. SUKHDEV

- We need to get national accounting in the same framework, but we also need it at the ground level. How does a province work towards getting a value for preserving ecosystem services? How does it work with the finance ministry at a national level? A lot of state-centered or province-centered appreciation has to happen.
- There is also a lot of room to solve local problems with local solutions. Maintaining a swamp as a cost-effective natural sewage treatment facility is a domestic example that would not have happened if the economics were not highlighted and brought to the table. Today I think you will find many people desperately trying to get numbers to justify next year’s budget.
- Capacity building is the biggest opportunity. How do you provide respectable information to help decision-making? A lot needs to happen to build capacity.

Question 10
When you mentioned TEEB in Brazil, who would you work with in the country? There is a lot happening in Brazil with REDD+ and in the state of Acre, their laws stipulate payments for ecosystem services. What are they hoping to get out of it?

MR. SUKHDEV

- Interest for a TEEB-Brazil came from the national level because they knew they needed to display it nationally to gain support. São Paulo is starting, Amazonas now wants to go ahead with it, Tocantins also, and as of two days ago, Rio de Janeiro is interested as well.
- TEEB for business has strong backers in Brazil; Ventura and Vale are interested. Brazil is a good example, but I am worried about the complexities. They will need to coordinate the effort to avoid having different states using different templates. It will need to be connected at the national level. There is a need for strong coordination.

Question 11
Ecosystem services come in many different flavors some of which are quantitative others are qualitative. How can we empower decision-makers to deal with the asymmetry as it lends itself to a broader determination of value? How do you to manage that complexity?

MR. SUKHDEV

- The complexity is there. Some ecosystem services are “easier” to value than others are, but you also have additional dimension such as the scales at which they operate. For instance, you may have a coral reef that provides sustenance for the local community and therefore has high local value. The same coral reef may have value nationally because it brings tourism to the country. It then also has international value because tourists travel from all over the world to get to the reef.
- The local community can address the local need. We can help by defining what needs to happen. We need to define the benefits that flow at the local level and connect them to the national level. We need to escalate scales of understanding otherwise, we are not optimizing the potential. You need to do what you can to empower people so they can push along the axes (horizontal and vertical).
- REDD+ will not succeed as a pure carbon scheme or a pure forestry scheme. It will not deliver enough value unless it operates on a multi-dimensional basis. It needs to have an understanding that there are different levels of value (local, national, etc.). Agriculture surrounds the forest and it is silly to worry about what happens in the forest and not care what happens right next door. REDD+ needs to utilize an integrated landscape approach. Forests provide many other services besides carbon sequestration. You need to make sure the legal architecture is strong enough to attach these other things to REDD+. There is no option but to recognize the matrix of the layers.
Question 12
Do you see any opportunity from the current European debt crisis to leverage those countries to encourage transparent accounting?

MR. SUKHDEV

- We derailed the report to allow people to understand the linkage between the recessions. Why do you want an economy that is missing natural capital and lacks complete accounting? Our current style of an economy increases the risk of climate change and does not improve wellbeing. By definition, the only viable economy is the green economy.
- The political mandate to invest is there and it has to be in greening the global economy. Korea invested in greening their economy and so did China, but few others rose to the challenge. Europe said it had already done it and the U.S. invested only minimally. Out of US $2.5 trillion of investment, less than US $450 billion went towards developing a green economy. From our estimates, nearly double that investment is needed to make any change.

Question 13
When thinking about TEEB’s strategy and its diffusion, I think of it as a viral strategy, but not in the internet sense. With TEEB, you created five different reports for different sectors. You created the DNA and now you want it to explode out that way. How will it be possible to take these ideas and infect the institutions you need to infect? You have a good list, but how do you do it?

MR. SUKHDEV

- That is a perfect description. That is what we have done; we have created a virus. The last types of accounting came out of the UK. We created a demand for new accounting legislation. We provided packets of information to the early adopters and in turn, others follow by taking the ideas. We have gone from push factor to pull factor.
- Two people have put together ideas for and TEEB-Agriculture, which is necessary. India and Georgia need support for a business TEEB.
- There is clearly huge potential impact for those interested in funding this work. There is now a TEEB secretariat in Geneva to help keep this community going. Hopefully it can act as an honest broker because TEEB is a public good.

Question 14
What about global consulting firms? Are they a channel?

MR. SUKHDEV

- Yes, two companies in particular are executing studies. PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) has done carbon calculations and True Cost has done fresh water calculations.
- This diffusion is happening on the business side as well, which we should encourage. Deloitte is another company, although they are a little behind PwC and True Cost.
- We are providing the innovation and the ideas and they are putting together the spreadsheets.

Question 15
What is the insurance value of the TEEB approach for insurance and reinsurance agencies interested in accounting methods? For instance, FEMA is now considering natural capital in their accounting.

MR. SUKHDEV

- I think this is interesting. Regulation does not point out the problems.
- If you look at the spill in the Gulf of Mexico, there was no such thing as an ecological risk calculation. BP posed a big risk. In other situations, we conduct risk calculation, but in these types of scenarios, companies do not conduct the typical risk assessment.
- I think that it is important that insurers start asking for this type of information. They should start to ask for assessments of ecological risk. What are the dependencies on a long-term basis for managing risks? Risks of water scarcity or phosphorus scarcity? There is not enough of this going on now, but it should move in that direction soon.
- The WeatherBill focuses on providing insurance for those in areas where the risk from weather and/or climate change is high.
Question 16
What do you think are the most effective mechanisms for non-market ecosystem services?

PARTICIPANT

- Up to now, the conservation community has predominantly invested in preservation activities. At a minimum, there is leakage to climate change and other areas of scale. Now we are beginning to grapple with transforming markets through certification mechanisms. The effort aims to combine non-market values with eco-labeling. It is really in its infancy and PES is a long ways away from satisfying it.

PARTICIPANT

- Part of the solution, in my mind, is to transition out of the preservationist view and work in a way that creates working landscapes where people can live. The land trust community has been pitching this idea the U.S.
- I work in urban landscapes, which are often considered dead zones for environmental attributes. Rio de Janeiro is in the process of redeveloping 45,000 hectares within its city boundaries. They have been considered dead zones and by including people in the equation, you start to develop cultural, spiritual, and recreational values. Those are not the only non-market values we are talking about either. It comes with an enormous amount of effort. People do not always share the same values and you need to empower those communities to communicate them.

PARTICIPANT

- Not an answer but my observation is that many of the cases offered as examples are bilateral cases. Take drinking water, which is a commodity and a natural resource. Sedimentation can make life difficult for a water utility in terms of reservoir management. There has been action, but so far, it has been geographically specific or when a utility has been forward thinking. There are some examples, but not many. Why does this not happen more frequently?
- Yesterday someone from U.S. Forest Service offered to put a fee on all water usage in California. This fee would then generate a pot of money to support upstream processes and improve stream and river health. A small fee on all water users in California would generate a lot of money.

MR. SUKHDEV

- That is not a new idea. In Japan for instance, they have almost 60% forest cover and a forest tax to manage it. The forest is too old and too weak to support sustainable logging and the forest needs maintenance. Through dialogue with the community, they established a local tax to pay for the forest’s upkeep and maintenance. As a culture, they believe this is a necessity.

PARTICIPANT

- There is potential to connect people to their natural resource base. You can be a community like a fishery where institutions emerge to protect the resource. They agree to leave fish in the water because it is money in the bank for them in the future. You have many urban poor who experience natural resources but do not make the connection. If you bring business to work together with the community, there is so much potential.

Question 17
What is motivating corporations? Economists have always said that innovation and technology will solve problems. Is there a limit to innovation? Will the cost finally get too high? Are some companies just doing it because it is a good thing to do, while some are just doing it to lead the pack? What is that motivating piece? That piece still gets me.

PARTICIPANT

- Companies are starting to worry about the sustainability of their supplies either because they have a stake in a long-term resource (logging) or because they need the source immediately (water and Coca Cola). As they learn about it, the companies get smarter.
Question 18
What kinds of internal situation logic of corporations are out there? Where are the promising places to look for the initial adoptions?
What sections are more vulnerable to this viral infection?

MR. SUKHDEV

• This is really the central question of “where can we drive change?” PUMA made a big splash by being the first to map out their externalities. Similarly, Nestlé is pulling the plug on spending contracts. Our general concern is that this is too much of an evangelical effort that few people are doing the right thing. It takes time. We need to create that fabric of change.
• At one level, you have a gutsy CEO dropping the leading palm oil producer because something clicked - good old shame. The dinosaur corporation needs to get out and we need to bring in the nimble mammal corporation.
• The Equator Principles were created through activism and irritation. Every week there would be some new nongovernment organization (NGO) asking for an investment. This represented risk and the Equator Principles were developed as a way to deal with the risk.
• FSC certification is consumer-driven. If you go back to the origin, it seems that public pressure drove the change. In addition to the public and consumer pressures, there is a leadership component. Leadership responds and the response may not be favorable, but that no longer seems to be the case.
• Consumers are also changing. They are not satisfied by price. Now, they want to know from whom they are buying, what the social and environmental implications are, etc.
• This next generation is part of it. They are amazing and will be a huge driver.